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1) 어법적으로 알맞은 표현 골라보기

학년도 수능특강 영어2019 — 강05 Gateway

Individual authors and photographers have rights

to their intellectual property during their lifetimes,

and their heirs have rights for 70 years after the

creator’s death, so any publication less than 125

years old [has / have] to be [checking / checked]

for its copyright status. The duration of copyright

protection has increased steadily over the years;

the life-plus-70-years standard [set / was set] by

the Copyright Term Extension Act of 1998, which

increased the 50-year limit [establishing /

established] by the 1976 Copyright Act. Supporters

of such legislation [like / likes] to defend these

increases with tales of starving writers and their

impoverished descendants, but in reality the

beneficiaries are more likely to be transnational

publishing companies. And [note / noting] [that /

what] copyright laws serve a dual purpose. In

addition to [protect / protecting] the rights of

authors so as to encourage the publication of new

creative works, copyright is also supposed to place

reasonable time limits on those rights so that

outdated works may [incorporate / be

incorporated] into new creative efforts. Therefore,

the extended copyright protection frustrates new

creative endeavors such as including poetry and

song lyrics on Internet sites.

* 상속인heir ** 법률 입법legislation ,

2) 어법적으로 알맞은 표현 골라보기

학년도 수능특강 영어2019 — 강05 Exercise 01

A client of mine proudly celebrates her age and

continually relies on her thinking to maximize her

cognitive potential each day. At eighty-three, she

is [active / actively] involved in strategic business

decisions at a financial services company.

Undeterred by her numeric age, she is involved in

professional projects and community programs

[that / what] maintain and strengthen her brain’s

fitness. Whereas most people set themselves up to

go on automatic pilot [while / during] their last

work days and retirement years, this is a bad

state of affairs for the brain. The longer we stay

[active / actively] engaged in complex thinking

and meaningful work, the more [energizing /

energized] the brain is and the more cognitive

reserves are [building / being built].

* 단념 좌절 하지 않는undeterred [ ]
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3) 어법적으로 알맞은 표현 골라보기

학년도 수능특강 영어2019 — 강05 Exercise 02

Do you think the early pioneers of America

thought about payback when they helped each

other [build / built] houses and barns? Everyone

needed help (and we still [are / do]), so it just

came naturally. Today we have put ourselves into

many little isolated boxes, houses, cars, and

cubicles, and [this / it] is difficult to find our

way out into an open space. [Work / Working] in

the hospital as a therapist and an administrator

for many years, I know [that / what] the people

who could ask for help and graciously accept it

[was / were] the [one / ones] the staff most liked

to take care of. Owning our vulnerability and pain

[make / makes] us all more human. It creates

space for others [helping / to help] us as well as

to own their vulnerability. It ’s not such a bad

place to be.

* 취약성vulnerability

4) 어법적으로 알맞은 표현 골라보기

학년도 수능특강 영어2019 — 강05 Exercise 03

No one could deny, once they’ve given it any

thought at all, [that / which] women are

responsible for the majority of consumer

purchases. The proof is in the numbers: Women

account for roughly 80 percent of all consumer

buying. The Center for Women’s Business

Research indicates [that / what] businesswomen

(working women and female entrepreneurs) are

the primary decision makers in households,

[makes / making] 95 percent of the purchasing

decisions. To be more specific and drive home

tha{ point: Women are responsible for 70 percent

of all travel decisions, 57 percent of all consumer

electronics purchases, and they buy 50 percent of

all new vehicles (influencing 80 percent of overall

automobile sales). Finally, women write an

estimated eight out of ten personal checks in the

United States, [make / making] their financial

power [very / even] greater. Women in most

households today not only [control / controling]

the spending of their own paychecks, but a good

deal of their husband’s as well.

* 기업가entrepreneur
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5) 어법적으로 알맞은 표현 골라보기

학년도 수능특강 영어2019 — 강06 Gateway

The above graph shows the sales of four types of

ethical produce in the UK in 2010 and 2015. In①

2015, the sales of each of the four types of

ethical produce showed an increase from the sales

of its corresponding type in 2010. Among the②

four types of ethical produce, the sales of Organic

ranked the highest in 2010 but ranked the second

highest in 2015. Among the four types of③

ethical produce, Rainforest Alliance recorded the

second highest sales in 2010 and recorded the

highest sales in 2015. ④ The sales of Fairtrade in

2015 [was / were] twice as high as [that / those]

in 2010. In both 2010 and 2015, the sales of⑤

Vegetarian meat alternatives were the lowest

among the four types of ethical produce.

6) 어법적으로 알맞은 표현 골라보기

학년도 수능특강 영어2019 — 강06 Exercise 01

The above graph shows the percentages of

identified dogs and cats [that / what] arrived at

animal shelters in Spain [while / during] the

period of 2007 to 2015. A gradual increase in①

the percentage of identified dogs and a slight

increase in the percentage of identified cats

[observe / are observed] between 2007 and 2010.

The recovery of the percentage of identified②

dogs and, to a lesser extent, cats [arriving /

arrived] at shelters can [see / be seen] after the

drop [observing / observed] in 2012 and 2013. ③

However, from 2007 to 2015, the percentage of

identified cats is notably less than [that / those]

of dogs. What was worse, unlike④ [that / what]

is [observing / being observed] in the percentage

of identified dogs, the percentage of identified cats

[that / what] arrived at shelters in 2015 [was /

were] slightly lower than the figure from 2008. ⑤

On the other hand, over 30% of dogs [that /

what] arrived at shelters in 2015 [was / were]

identified, [that / which] was more than a 10

percentage point increase from 2008.
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7) 어법적으로 알맞은 표현 골라보기

학년도 수능특강 영어2019 — 강06 Exercise 02

The pie charts above show the moviegoer share of

population and tickets [selling / sold] in the U.S.

and Canada in 2015. Less than one-third of①

the population of U.S. and Canada never went to

a movie in 2015. One-tenth of the population②

of U.S. and Canada went to a movie at the

cinema once a month or more in 2015. The③

frequent moviegoers [who / whom] go to the

cinema once a month or more accounted for 49%

of all tickets [selling / sold] in the U.S. and

Canada in 2015. The percentage of tickets④

[selling / sold] to frequent moviegoers [was /

were] larger than [that / those] of tickets [selling

/ sold] to occasional me viegoers. The⑤

percentage of infrequent moviegoers [was / were]

equal to [that / those] of frequent moviegoers,

and the percentage of the tickets [purchasing /

purchased] by the infrequent moviegoers [was /

were] only 2%.

8) 어법적으로 알맞은 표현 골라보기

학년도 수능특강 영어2019 — 강06 Exercise 03

The above graph shows the average number of

months before smartphone users in the U.S.,

China, and the EU upgraded their phones [while

/ during] the period from 2013 to 2016. For①

both Americans and EU people, the average

number of months [increasing / increased] every

year over the whole period. However, the trend②

did not quite carry over to China since China saw

a decrease in the average number of months in

2015. Every year but in 2014, Americans held③

onto their smartphones for the longest time. In④

2014, EU people held onto their smartphones for

19.5 months, [that / which] was the highest

average number of months in that year. EU⑤

people held onto their smartphones for 18.3

months in 2013, [that / which] was the lowest

average number of months of all.
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9) 어법적으로 알맞은 표현 골라보기

학년도 수능특강 영어2019 — 강07 Gateway

The late photographer Jim Marshall [regarded / is

regarded] as one of the most celebrated

photographers of the 20th century. He holds the

distinction of being the first and only

photographer to [present / be presented] with the

Grammy Trustees Award. He started as a

professional photographer in 1959. He [gave / was

given] unrivaled access to rock’s biggest artists,

including the Rolling Stones, Bob Dylan, and Ray

Charles. He was the only photographer [granting

/ granted] backstage access for the Beatles’ final

full concert and also shot the Rolling Stones on

their historic 1972 tour. He formed special bonds

with the artists he worked with and those

relationships helped him [capture / capturing]

some of his most vivid and iconic imagery. Over

a 50-year career, the photographs he took

[appearing / appeared] on more than 500 album

covers. He was passionate about his work up

until the end. “I have no kids,” he [was used /

used] to say. “My photographs are my children.”

10) 어법적으로 알맞은 표현 골라보기

학년도 수능특강 영어2019 — 강07 Exercise 01

In Texas, size matters, and the Astrodome does

not disappoint. This multi-purpose, domed sports

stadium stands 18 stories high. [Its / their] dome

is 710 feet in diameter, and the ceiling is 208

feet above the playing surface, [which / what]

itself sits 25 feet below street level. The

Astrodome [completed / was completed] in

November 1964, six months ahead of schedule,

even though many significant engineering changes

[required / were required] [while / during] its

construction period. Originally, transparent plastic

panels covered the roof of the stadium, but the

bright sunlight [came / coming] through [it /

them] made [this / it] [difficult / difficultly] for

baseball players to see and catch fly balls.

[Remedy / To remedy] the glare, officials painted

the roof panels after the stadium opened.

Bermuda grass originally covered the playing

surface, but the painted ceiling panels blocked the

sunlight and the grass died, [prompting /

prompted] the development and installation of an

artificial surface, now [knowing / known] as

Astroturf.

* 눈부심glare
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11) 어법적으로 알맞은 표현 골라보기

학년도 수능특강 영어2019 — 강07 Exercise 02

Charlotte Baker was born in Springfield,

Massachusetts, on April 11, 1833. She was the

daughter of Dr. Matthew Bridge and Catharine

(Catlin) Baker. The family on her mother’s side

descended from Rowland Stebbins, one of the

founders of Springfield. Because Baker [believed /

was believed] to be a delicate child, she did not

attend school regularly until about age eleven,

[which / when] she entered Misses Stone’s School

in Greenfield, Massachusetts, and later Deerfield

Academy, [which / where] she and another young

woman were the only females. She eventually

became an assistant teacher and in 1856 opened a

school in Chicago with life-long friend Susan

Minot Lane. The school [discontinued / was

discontinued] in 1864, [which / when] Baker

returned to Cambridge to help her mother. She

began writing book reviews and newspaper and

magazine articles on botany, art, and women’s

work. She also wrote a series for children,

Pictures from French and English History.

12) 어법적으로 알맞은 표현 골라보기

학년도 수능특강 영어2019 — 강07 Exercise 06

Jan van Eyck was born before 1390, but very

little [knows / is known] about his early life

before 1422. Jan van Eyck was one of the

greatest European painters of his time. He spent

most of his career in Bruges in Belgium, [which /

where] he worked for Philip the Good, Duke of

Burgundy. Philip employed him on secret

diplomatic missions as well as for his artistic

skills. For centuries van Eyck [regarded / was

regarded] as the inventor of oil painting. We

know [that / what] it was in fact [using / used]

before his time, but he was certainly one of the

first to master the technique. His craftsmanship

was superb, and he created effects of glowing

colour and extremely delicate detail [that / what]

are still [amazing / amazed] to see. Because he

showed the potential of oil paint so brilliantly,

van Eyck [considers / is considered] to be one of

the most important figures in European art.
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모두 어법적으로 바르게 고치기

학년도 수능특강 영어2019 — 강08 Gateway

Psychologists who study giving behavior 13)having

noticed that some people give substantial amounts

to one or two charities, while 14)the others give

small amounts to many charities. Those who

donate to one or two charities 15)seeking evidence

about what the charity is 16)done and whether it

is really having a positive impact. If the evidence

indicates 17)what the charity is really helping 18)

the others, they make a substantial donation.

Those who give small amounts to many charities

are not so 19)interest in 20)that what they are

doing helps others psychologists call them─

warm glow givers. 21)Know that they are giving 22)

making them 23)feeling good, regardless of the

impact of their donation. In many cases the

donation is so small $10 or less─ ─ 24)what if

they stopped 25)think, they would realize that the

cost of 26)process the donation is likely to exceed

any benefit it 27)brings it to the charity.

모두 어법적으로 바르게 고치기

학년도 수능특강 영어2019 — 강08 Exercise 01

The economic and technical forces that first 28)

leading to language standardization and mass

literacy 29)continue to gain momentum. Now that

economic relationships are instantaneous and

global, national vocabularies 30)grow still larger in

scope. One of the 31)domain of our national

vocabulary 32)be international. Basic literacy in the

contemporary world requires knowledge of certain

terms 33)know literate people everywhere in the

world, no matter 34)how language they speak. This

core lexicon of modern education includes basic

words from world history, world cultures,

geography, and the physical and biological

sciences. 35)Teach in all national educational

systems, and not 36)to confine to any particular

national language, it is the most broadly 37)

sharing literate vocabulary in the world.
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모두 어법적으로 바르게 고치기

학년도 수능특강 영어2019 — 강08 Exercise 02

Diet has been known for many years 38)play a

key role as a risk factor for chronic diseases. 39)

That is apparent at the global level is 40)what

great changes 41)sweep the entire world since the

second half of the twentieth century, 42)induce

major modifications in diet, first in industrial

regions and more recently in developing countries.

Traditional, largely plant-based diets have been

swiftly 43)replace high-fat, energy-dense diets with

a substantial content of animal-based foods. But

diet, 44)during 45)critically to prevention, 46)being

just one risk factor. Physical inactivity, now 47)

recognize as an increasingly important 48)

determine factor of health, 49)being the result of a

progressive shift of lifestyle towards more

sedentary patterns, in developing countries as 50)

many as in industrialized ones.

모두 어법적으로 바르게 고치기

학년도 수능특강 영어2019 — 강08 Exercise 03

Better understanding of customer needs can lead

to 51)increase sales and a larger market share.

Chris Craft's Vice President and General Manager,

Bob MacNeill, is a believer. He has had first-hand

experience 52)watch his company 53)to improve 54)

theri products by 55)listen to customer complaints.

But sometimes, MacNeill says, you have to help

customers along 56)so they do not always voice

their complaints 57)direct to the company. Some

boat owners report 58)what they do not express

dissatisfaction because they are not sure 59)that to

ask for, or they fear 60)perceive as a nuisance by

the boat dealer. 61)The other boat owners 62)

lacking confidence in the dealers' knowledge about

the boats they sell or think 63)what everyone has

these problems. So Bob MacNeill encourages his

dealers to go out and 64)interacts with boat

owners when they are on their boats to 65)active

ask for complaints.
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강 강 변형문제 정답05 ~8

1) has / checked / was set / established / like / note /
that / protecting / be incorporated

2) actively / that / during / actively / energized / being
built

3) build / do / it / working / that / were / ones /
makes / to place

4) that / that / making / making / even / control

5) were / those

6) that / during / are observed / arriving / be seen /
observed / that / what / being observed / that / was /
that / were / which

7) sold / who / sold / sold / was / that / sold / was /
that / purchasing / was

8) during / increased / which / which

9) is regarded / be presented / was given / granted /
capture / appeared / used

10) its / which / was completed / were required /
during / coming / them / it / difficult / to remedy /
prompting / known

11) was believed / when / where / was discontinued /
when

12) is known / where / was regarded / that / used /
that / amazing / is considered

13) have

14) others

15) seek

16) doing

17) that

18) others

19) interested

20) whether

21) Knowing

22) makes

23) feel

24) that

25) to think

26) processing

27) brings

28) led

29) have continued

30) have grown

31) domains

32) is

33) known by

34) what

35) Taught

36) confined

37) shared

38) to play

39) What

40) that

41) have swept

42) inducing

43) replaced by

44) while

45) critical

46) is

47) recognized

48) determining

49) is

50) much

51) increased

52) watching

53) improve

54) its

55) listening

56) because

57) directly

58) that

59) what

60) being perceived

61) Other

62) lack

63) that

64) interact

65) actively


